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Welcome to 2021.
We are pleased to present StoryTech’s perennial trends paper to kick off
the year on the heels of CES®. We here at StoryTech are excited to say
we’ve had a great year of working with event partners to move through
the year and embrace all the disruption.
Now is a different sort of time with many events, like this one, moving
entirely to virtual formats. What remains to be seen is whether these
events will remain virtual, move to in-person only or go to hybrid formats
that combine in-person and virtual events together.
Like many in-person events that moved to virtual formats, the first
all-digital version of CES® had a few hiccups with registration and
discoverability. (That’s why we’re here!) But it was still CES®, filled with
thousands of exhibitors and a multitude of important insights and
innovations to foretell the year ahead for consumer experiences. Now,
CES® can boast being the largest global digital event to date! And that
global piece is important. Digital has democratized attendance to allow
new audiences to attend that have never before been able to travel to
Las Vegas and take part in the world’s largest gathering of consumer
electronics. And the digital venue has welcomed new exhibitors who
could not afford the floor prices. What’s clear is companies are going
to need to jump fast into digital transformation and learn how to move
from brochure sites and video conference calls to creating true digital
experiences with the content marketing strategies necessary to back it up.
Many are calling this year the ‘Healthcare Year’ as a significant number
of the devices you will see are influenced and driven through the lens
of the global pandemic. What’s clear is 5G will finally be more ‘hands
on’ as network infrastructure continues to roll out and devices become
available in the marketplace. The automotive section of the show is still
demonstrating exciting connectivity, sensors and screens, and the future
of the home is being driven by improvements in smart infrastructure.
We hope you all remain safe and healthy and look forward to a year filled
with sustainability, resilience and digital transformation!

ABOUT STORYTECH®:
StoryTech is an experiential marketing firm that brings brands,
storytellers and technology companies together to create great
experiences that foster business success.
© 2021 StoryTech. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

Trend: CAN’T TOUCH THIS!: Tech helps us live without physical contact.
While technology controlled by voice, gesture, and haptics has been coming for a while, pandemic-fueled germaphobia has accelerated the desire to
avoid physical contact. Voice as UI has evolved to the point that we not only talk to our cars and voice assistants, but also shop and pay for things that
way. Demand for robots has soared as we turn to machines for cleaning and securing empty office buildings as well as taking over basic caregiving
tasks for at-risk seniors. Massive increases in shipping and delivery of products has also fueled advances in drones for touchless delivery as well
as monitoring and maintaining social distancing protocols. Our homes have been reshaped to accommodate members of the family working and
learning from home.

Keeping things Clean
Without question, 2020 made us all a little more concerned about
keeping things clean. A recent survey indicates soaring demand for
technology to not only clean but also, sanitize surfaces. New forms of
antimicrobial lighting such as “far-UVC” are used to destroy bacteria,
mold and fungi cells without damaging those of humans or animals.1
And letting people know your surfaces are clean has become a
strategic imperative. NanoSeptic creates “NanoSeptic skins” that turn
elevator buttons and travel mats into automatic self-cleaning surfaces.
The skins utilize mineral nano-crystals to create a powerful oxidation
reaction, and work 24/7 to continually oxidize organic contaminants.2

Signify (formerly UV Lighting veteran Philips Lighting) has seen
enough spike in demand for UV lighting to justify an 800 percent
increase in production since the start of the pandemic.5
Signify

“These products provide our properties a proactive way to
deliver a feeling of safety and security to our guests.”
— Kimberly Christner, Cornerstone Hospitality3

UV-C is a known disinfectant for air, water and surfaces.
All bacteria and viruses tested to date respond to UV-C radiation.

NanoSeptic

The Rise Robots and Drones
One result of the work from home orders issued in 2020 was
millions and millions of square feet of empty offices and business
buildings. And while the lights are out and the office workers are at
home, many of the newest office cleaners and security guards are
robots. Take Breezy One, an autonomous mobile robot from Fetch
Robotics that can eliminate over 99.9999 percent of bacteria from
a 100,000 square-foot facility in 1.5 hours.6 Other robot models
radiate disinfecting UV light. Even drones have gotten into the
act—spraying disinfectant over outdoor arena seating for football
games.7 Drone usage is also on the rise for delivery applications as
existing services struggle to keep up with the increase in demand
for home orders.

Other popular solutions include high-tech ventilation systems such
as Broan-NuTone’s antimicrobial ventilation system, now stocked
at Home Depot.4 Big box stores have also seen increased demand
for touchless products including light switches, faucets and other
appliances that can be controlled with voice assistants or gestures.

Broan-NuTone

Lucid Drone Tech
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ease loneliness. Educators and event managers are using platforms like
Kahoot to bring play to teaching, QR codes that trigger mobile games
and some gamification with the 'Brady Bunching' of Zoom windows.

Staying Connected in a Touchless World
Naturally, social distancing drives many to miss both social and
physical connections. Video conferencing (at least prior to 5G) has
minute delays that cause the flow of conversation to feel different
from speaking in person or even talking on the phone. And while eye
contact may be simulated, it’s far from the real thing. Often dubbed
Zoom fatigue, this constant simulated connection causes us to feel
exhausted and unfulfilled.8 Nvidia is working on using AI technology
to drive lower bandwidth and create a better facial representation.9

Kahoot

Nvidia

Touchless Shopping
While online shopping has been surging for some time, there is no
question that the pandemic has pushed us further down that road. More
than ever, consumers are turning to their virtual voice assistants to lower
the lights and to buy the light bulbs. Prior to COVID, only 31 percent of
those surveyed used voice-enabled devices to make purchases. Current
estimates for voice-enabled purchases are much higher. One driving
factor is new relationships between technology companies and retail
stores. Google recently partnered with French grocery chain Carrefour
to jointly release a voice-activated shopping service.11 Shoppers will be
able to simply tell their digital assistant to “buy eggs” to add the product
to their shopping list and enable one-step shopping.12

And for physical connection during the pandemic, many people are
reaching out and touching their machines—be it snuggly robot pets
or toys. Engaging in shared activities and games online seems to help
Amazon | Joy for All

Consumers are interested in eventually returning to physical stores,
but are demanding additional safety protocols be put in place first—
particularly contactless payment options (59.7 percent) and touchless
card readers (58.6 percent).13
Walmart

roybirobot.com

According to a survey by Accenture, 64 percent of consumers plan
to use a mobile wallet in 2020 compared to 46 percent in 2019.
The global mobile payment market size is forecast to reach a value
of $3,695 billion by 2024. This represents a significant projected
increase from the $897 Billion in 2018 and is a compound annual
growth rate of 26.9 percent during the forecast period (20192024).14
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Trend: “ALEXA, READ MY MIND.” AI Invades the Everyday.
As the pandemic turned the world upside down, AI played a critical role not only in fighting the disease with contact tracing, hospital management and
the development of an effective vaccine, but also, in helping other businesses understand how to adjust to wildly fluctuating markets and consumer
behavior. AI has personalized the man/machine interface. As IoT morphs once again to become the Intelligence of Things, companies wrestle with the
need to provide highly personal products while satisfying increasingly high millennial standards for ethical data handling.

Cubo

AI Helps Build Vaccines for COVID-19
The solution to the vaccine problem often lies within a precious few
effective molecules. When it came to the COVID vaccine, AI helped
surface those molecules in record time.
By September of 2020, over 150 vaccines were being tested on animals
and humans. (For reference, the previous speed record for vaccine
development was the four years it took to create a vaccine for the
mumps.) How was this vaccine “fast track” accomplished? Global
scientific cooperation and AI. New iterations of machine learning and
AI allowed scientists to gather research from a wide variety of sources,
find connections and project results.15

“The team at Inovio waited enthusiastically for the genetic
sequence of the virus to be posted online. When it was
uploaded by the Chinese authorities on January 10, our
scientists immediately entered the sequence into our
algorithm, and within 3 hours they had a fully designed and
optimized DNA medicine vaccine.”
— Kate Broderick, Senior Vice president of R&D at Inovio

In 2019 over 50 percent of Americans already owned a smart device and
over 30 percent expected to buy another IoT home device in the next
3 years, creating new areas of tech.19 Topping the list is home security
systems. Sleep tech is next with anti-snoring devices and devices to
help you fall and stay asleep.20 And don’t forget the baby tech! New IoT
products help train baby to sleep, detect when baby rolls over and even
snap baby selfies all from a device shaped like a tiny bird.21 Beauty tech
is also a key market with smart mirrors that analyze your skin and the
effectiveness of various beauty products on your “problem areas.”22

AI Simplifies Home Cooking
People ate home a lot more in 2020. More than half of shoppers surveyed
suggest they are dining in more than ever,23 and over a third suggest
they plan to keep eating at home at the same rate after the economy
opens.24 That said, cooking three meals every day isn’t easy. In another
recent survey, over 65 percent said they are tired of cooking three
meals per day.25 And nearly seven in 10 (69 percent) said they wish they
could cook healthy meals faster and with less meal planning.26 This has
led to increased interest in fast, healthy and intelligent services, apps,
cooking tools and appliances. Valued at over $23 billion in 2019, the
smart home appliances market is expected to grow to over $57 billion
by 2025.27 Leading the charge is the smart refrigerator market—with
leading companies integrating the capability to weigh jars to know
when they are getting empty, label food, and add items to shopping
lists on smartphones and digital assistants. Additional options include
smart thermometers integrated into ovens and cooking devices that
notify you remotely that dinner is ready. Even the beloved Instant Pot
has gotten into the act—connecting with phone and digital assistants
and storing recipes.
Instant Pot

Smart-Everything
As IoT is redefined (once again) as the Intelligence of Things, the global
smart home market grew to $93 billion in 2020.16 Security systems still
top the list for smart home applications followed by smart appliances,
security systems, home entertainment, comfort and lighting and
then energy management. Use of smart speakers continues to grow
with Alexa still holding the largest US share. And the smart speaker
is important in the space as a gateway tech for other IoT apps, as
smart speaker owners are over six times more likely to own other
forms of smart home tech. The smart home landscape is populated by
both large well-established companies like Google and Amazon and
smaller startup companies.18
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It must be Quantum
If any tool is going to drive AI from Artificial Intelligence to Advanced Intelligence, it will be quantum computing. 2020 was a banner year for quantum
computing on several fronts. In February, D-Wave Systems Inc. launched Leap-2—the world’s first cloud quantum computing platform to allow
developers and organizations to easily build and deploy real-world hybrid quantum applications.28 Fueled by products like Leap-2, IDC has predicted
that 25 percent of Fortune 500 Companies will use quantum computing to gain a competitive advantage by 2023.29 Given the high costs associated
with quantum computing, enterprises will likely begin with cloud applications first and then move to stand alone systems. The China-developed
Jiuzhang system (reported to be 10X faster than Google’s Sycamore computer) is likely to be a game changer in the coming months.30

“Widespread use, where it [Quantum] is more integrated into the typical business process, that is probably a decade away.
But it won't be that long before we find applications for which we're using quantum computers in the real world. That is in
more the 18-24 month range.”
— Tony Uttley, President of Honeywell Quantum Solutions 31

techcrunch.com | D-Wave Systems

“Quantum computing will scale-up rapidly in 2021 and will start to transform Artificial Intelligence into truly Advanced Intelligence.”
— Frank Feather, CEO at AI-FUTURE Inc32
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Trend: REDEFINING PLACE: What Do Work, Home, Local & Global Mean Now?
The way we work and live has rapidly changed due to the pandemic. For many, the work commute has shifted to a walk from the kitchen to the home
office. We now have a new and nearly total reliance on electronic communications for school, medicine, work, family and practically every aspect of
our lives. And as we live and work and connect at home, we have also begun to think of our home in a more communal sense. Builders are creating
homes with less of a global energy and environmental footprint. Cities decimated by the challenges of 2020 are seeking new ways to build resilience
for the future. And we are seeking new technology to transform the office of the future and the way that we commute to get there.

We Feel The Need for Speed
(Can I have my 5G Now?)

Second Quarter 2020 global computer sales reached 72.3
million units—up 11 percent over the same quarter in 2019.35

The past decade has seen a 400 percent increase in those working from
home. And the video conferencing market is expected to be worth
over $50 billion by 2026.33 The net result is an unprecedented need for
bandwidth. In the first quarter of 2020 alone, bandwidth use increased
by a whopping 47 percent. And as everyone who spent time over the
last year in front of a stuttering video conference knows, there is a limit
to just how much bandwidth is available. Which leads to the inevitable
question, “where is my 5G?”

Crisis-Shaped Consumer Behaviors
During 2020, consumers adopted new shopping behaviors. Scarcity of
certain items at the beginning of the year drove a new rise in conscious
consumption. Initially buyers focused on buying essentials like food,
cleaning and hygiene products. As supply chains shifted to move certain
products from commercial lines to consumer lines (like toilet paper)
some of the scarcity eased. Consumers are also deeply concerned
about staying healthy. According to a 2020 poll by Accenture, shoppers
listed limiting food waste and health conscious shopping as their top
two priorities.36 And while these behaviors were initially triggered by
the pandemic, buyers intend to preserve these habits long after the
pandemic eases.

While 2020 saw the expansion of 5G networks and the promise of higher
capacity data delivery, 5G is still somewhat “under construction.” This
year, 5G network infrastructure revenue is expected to reach over $4
billion and attain year over year growth of nearly 90 percent. And many
of the world’s leading brands of cell phones, computers, tablets and
peripherals have begun to release 5G enabled products at premium
price points.

Connecting Locally

The Office Comes Home

In a recent poll, 80 percent of those surveyed felt as connected or more
connected to their communities than they did before the pandemic.37
This change is reflected in consumer desires to support their local
economy by using digital services like DoorDash and GrubHub to
safely and conveniently purchase food and other products from local
restaurants and shops. (Home delivery app businesses doubled in
2020).38 And consumers believe that this local connection will remain
important to them, with 88 percent saying they expected to shop and
think local even after social distancing requirements are changed.39

Products that were once B2B are now B2B2C as the line between work
lives and home lives gets blurred. Kids are using enterprise level video
conferencing products to go to school, and everybody—aged 5 to
95 needs a good computer, a comfy chair and desk, a good monitor
(or monitors), a laptop stand, a webcam, a ring light, and a working
understanding of how to get all that tech to work together. 2020 saw a
significant bump in family uptake for technology previously prioritized
for the adult execs in the house. Kids are learning how to use cloud
tools like Google Drive, how to edit videos and how to do their
homework online. Naturally we’re all wondering how office spaces will
work in the year ahead. Theories range from doing away with physical
altogether (unlikely) to making offices less dense (pricey) to working in
shifts (probable).34

MarketWatch
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Thinking Globally

Resilient Cities

An unforeseen effect of the COVID-19 pandemic is the way it
forces people to think about how they are connected with a global
community as well as a local one. Certain lessons from the pandemic
are proving helpful in pushing the narrative around sustainability
efforts to create sustainable housing. While cabin fever drives many
to look at larger houses, they are also seeking houses with a smaller
global footprint. Some key initiatives include moving to zero impact
housing, all-electrical housing, highly configurable housing (where
rooms serve multiple purposes) and renewable energy sources. In
2020, future water availability in California (the biggest US agriculture
market and 5th largest world economy)40 joined other commodities
like gold and oil traded on the US Stock Market. This provided an
important wakeup call about the future of the planet.

One bright spot in 2020 was the positive effects global lockdown had
on the environment, including declining pollution and greenhouse
gases. At the same time, the global pandemic helped us rethink the
way we as humans are connected and how we can prepare for times
of crisis in the years to come. All of this has pumped new life into the
notion of smart cities both as good for the environment and good
for the bottom line. Smart Cities have the potential to generate $20
trillion in economic benefits by 2026. While Asia remains ahead of the
world curve on this front, western cities facing pressure from aging
infrastructure, resource constraints, unfulfilled sustainability promises
and growth in urban density are making new inroads into the space.
zdnet

“Climate change, droughts, population growth, and
pollution are likely to make water scarcity issues and
pricing a hot topic for years to come.”
— Deane Dray,
RBC Capital Markets Managing Director and Analyst41
Difold

We are in the early stages of an edge computing
revolution and it is critical to support the exponential
increase in the number of connected devices, and vast
growth in data collected.

To meet the goals of the Paris Agreement, all buildings
will be required to be net-zero carbon by 2050.42
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Trend: VIRTUALLY UNBELIEVABLE: Experiencing the World from Your Living Room.
A dramatic drop in physical travel, learning, shopping and entertainment has naturally resulted in a massive rise in virtual experiences. Extended
Reality, or Mixed Reality (XR OR MR) is a catch-all term that applies to Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), 360 video and other forms
of immersive entertainment. AR is growing very rapidly, thanks to an increased reliance on phones over computers and dramatic improvements
in lightweight eye wear. These technologies are expected to remain mission-critical for distance learning, home fitness and telehealth. Haptics
physicalize the virtual experience to help consumers actually feel like they are somewhere new. And as windows to the outside world, computer,
phone and television screens continue to evolve higher resolutions, brighter colors and interesting new form factors.
Engage

AR and VR offer an Escape
Despite enterprise-level challenges brought by COVID, 2020 was
a very good year for AR and VR technology.43 Early supply chain
interruptions, sales are expected to rebound to 24 percent higher
than last year.44 Demand for AR and VR have continued to increase
as homebound audiences yearn for escape from their everyday lives.
Immersive vacation, meditation and fitness apps continue to rise in
importance to audiences bored by massive amounts of television and
videoconferencing. Specialized tethered systems connected to haptic
suits and hand tracking can create very lifelike gaming and adventure
experiences. And with an SRP of just $299 for a wireless standalone
system that sets up in minutes, The Oculus Quest 2 is a game changer—
bringing killer apps like TiltBrush, Moss, and StarWars: Squadrons to
the masses. Hybrid fitness/gaming solutions like Beat Saber are selling
exceptionally well.

In the mainstream, Mobile WebAR—or web-based Augmented Reality
that does not require the use of a special downloaded application
means that there is an installed base of nearly 3 billion AR compatible
devices. And new lightweight and powerful AR glasses are bringing
the cool back to the connected AR marketplace.

Supernatural

Esports Hit a Home Run
Before the pandemic hit this year, 5G was expected to drive massive
interest in legalized sports betting. However, images of cardboard
cutouts sitting in the seats at Dodger Stadium epitomize the 2020
experience with most stadiums, sports bars and other such venues
closed most of the year. Sports got started rather late in the season
(if at all), and in-person sports viewing was all but obliterated. Add to
that the inability for kids and adults alike to play in local sports leagues
and you have a perfect storm for the growth of online betting and
Esports. Overall 2020 was a highly successful year for esports due in
part to the move to virtual tournaments. For example ELGX, one of
Gaming Enthusiast’s top sports events went entirely virtual and was
viewed by over 12 million fans throughout the world.
LA Dogers

Supernatural, a 'Virtual Reality Fitness Experience,' takes
a cue from Beat Saber and actually has volumetric fitness
coaches guiding you through exercises. Created by Within,
a VR company fonded by Chris Milk and Aaron Koblin,
Supernatural has brought daily exercise, fitness influencers
and a gaming console to the lives of middle aged Americans.
Social XR solutions are gaining in popularity as gamers and tech
enthusiasts seek new virtual venues to connect in as avatars for
screenings, parties and just because. And look for new ways to get
business done with solutions like Engage and Spatial, who are offering
enterprise level meeting areas for the future of work. For a deep dive
on the Future of Work see Charlie Fink’s, Remote Collaboration & Virtual
Conferences: The Future Of Work (ebook).

According to a recent report by Deloitte, 40 percent of
gamers watch esports at least one time per week. With a
global audience of over 600 million fans, the global esports
market is expected to hit $1.5 billion in revenues this year.45
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New Content Monetization Models

Screens Get Sharper, Brighter and Smarter

Global online TV and movie revenues are expected to increase over
100 percent between 2019 and 2025. Digital TV Research predicts an
increase from $83 billion to $167 billion in just six years.46 Accompanying
the rise in revenues is an apparent shift of monetization models on
OTT platforms. Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) revenue
from companies like Disney + are expected to grow 103 percent. Adsupported video (AVOD) is already the dominant monetization strategy
in China and India and is expected to grow to dominate in the US by
2021—especially among lower tier OTT platforms.47

As 4K becomes more commonplace, you can now choose among
a number of 8K TVs that came online this year. With a price tag often
north of $2500, 8K TV adoption is likely to remain slow. But at this
point, televisions offering UHD features such as 4K, High Frame Rate
(HFR), and High Dynamic Range (HDR) are not only common, but also,
competitively priced. That said, don’t expect consumers to rush out
and buy 8K TVs. Aside from the hefty price tag, but 8K will require new
cabling, new delivery formats and of course (like everything else on the
horizon) a ton of bandwidth. Demand for smart TVs is also on the rise.
Streaming devices like Apple TV, Google Chromecast and Amazon Fire
TV are substantially changing the way customers consume content.
And Roku has made important inroads into the market teaming up
with Hisense, Hitachi and Sharp and separately connecting with TCL
Corporation to release a 4K HDR Roku TV.

The Streaming Wars Escalate
2020 was disastrous for movie theaters. WB recently announced it plans
to stream its tentpole titles simultaneously to theaters and HBO Max—
marking the end of the theatrical window. Movie theater losses marked
streaming television’s gains with video streaming revenue expected
to top $30 billion per year 2024. Last year also marked an explosion of
streaming services, with Disney+, Peacock and HBO Max joining an
already crowded field with Hulu, Netflix, Amazon Prime and Apple
TV+. A Nielsen report from 2019 suggests that viewers have reached a
video viewing plateau at about 6 hours of content per day, and fatigue is
setting in at the number (and collected expense) of streaming options.
Nevertheless, in 2020 Disney+ leveraged its back catalog and new
premium content like Hamilton to reach 70 million subscribers.

Globally, the smart TV market size is expected to reach
over $290 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 9.5 percent.49
TCL

61 percent of those surveyed, said they were “honestly sick”
of signing up for more streaming services—with consumers
facing a price tag well above what many were paying when
they decided to cut cable in the first place.48

Our TVs Are Trying To Tell Us Something
by Andy Maskin, CEO of Gap Year Media

Year-over-year, the new generations of TV models entering the marketplace have increasingly shipped with an app-based OS built-in—from the premiumpriced down to the smallest budget TV you can find. The term “Smart TV” has joined “Flat Screen TV” in redundancy. If this feels familiar, it is not unlike
the shift from feature phones to smartphones many years ago. On the former, you opened the phone and could do one of two things. On the latter, the
world is your oyster. The marketplace has clearly shown consumers' preference between the two.
Much has been said about the trend of cord cutting, but having TVs
effectively internalize OTT equipment serves as an accelerant. When you
turn on a modern TV, linear television is not the default, it is one of many
options. And it is these other options, such as Netflix, Amazon Video,
Disney+ et al. that are growing year-over-year. That their inclusion is
not only in the TV OS, but also printed on the boxes in which they ship,
tells us something important - cord cutting is rapidly becoming not just
popular but institutionalized in the consumer landscape.

agreement fees for live networks are passed on to consumers. We're left
with an inferior product at a higher price point, and it's not hard to forecast
how that is going to go.

Let's set aside news, sports, award shows and other live programming
that truly makes sense to be watched live as it happens. OTT services
have established a viewing pattern for pre-recorded content completely
predicated on an on-demand delivery method. This makes natural
sense - taking taped content and queuing it up to run in sequence on a
"channel" is inherently limiting. It's also expensive as escalating carriage

To their credit, there are many efforts by content owners to distribute
in modern ways. These methods will over time shift from value-added
offerings to central offerings in some form. As indicated above, TV
technology is playing no small role in this trend.

The framework of linear TV, including concepts such as channels, time
slots, and ad inventory is a multi-billion dollar tanker ship that is awfully
hard to turn. Deep institutional change will accompany the cultural shift
of vanishing concepts like "True Crime Show, on tonight at 9 p.m. on XYZ
channel 452".
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Trend: STAY SAFE AND BE WELL: Consumers Heal Themselves and the World.
In recognition of the emotional and spiritual challenges brought on by COVID, a number of very
important apps and telehealth products have evolved to offer stress release and even access
to counseling. Consumers are turning to technology to monitor how others in the world are
behaving and whether it is safe for them to enter various environments. IoB (Internet of
Behavior) technology is used to determine whether members of a community are following
health protocols (such as mask wearing compliance), driving responsibly (DMS systems) and
much more. Consumers are also seeking a more organic relationship with brands and with the
planet. Cancel culture and call-out culture paired with social media can mean disastrous results for
companies caught behaving in unethical ways. And millennials are continually driving companies
to communicate the virtues of their products with purpose, humility and authenticity.

Cancel culture — the phenomenon
of promoting the “canceling” of
people, brands, shows and movies
and even our own history (removal of
statues) due to what some consider
to be offensive or problematic
remarks or ideologies.

mytonomy.com

Healthy Wearables

The Move to Virtual Care
According to a study by the CDC, virtual care visits in
2020 were up as much as 154 percent higher than the
same period in 2019.50 Patients coping with chronic
illnesses cannot delay care indefinitely. Thus, patients are
utilizing virtual care providers like CallOnDoc for remote
monitoring of chronic diseases like lupus, autoimmune
disease and age related diseases. Virtual care providers
often add an extra layer of treatment by connecting with
wearable devices that can measure things like glucose
levels, heart rate and blood pressure, and then send
this data directly to the patient’s primary care provider.
For example, Quantum Interface helped develop the
EasyPodAR app which pairs with the EasyPod injection
device for kids.

Amazon

The wearable medical device market is
expected to grow with a CAGR of nearly
20 percent from nearly $20 billion in
2019 to nearly $80 billion by 2020.51
Watches that measure your heart
rate are now commonplace. Newer
devices measure your blood pressure,
your breathing rate, your mood, your
voice, your facial expressions and so
much more. Additionally, technology
is coming on line that promises to
do more than merely measure your
health—claiming that the tech can
autonomously heal what ails you.

Amazon has entered the health and fitness market with a device
priced at just $65 with a monthly subscription rate of just $4 per
month. While the price is attractive it remains to be seen who
wants to share even more data with the behemoth company.
Another trend, is new partnerships. Amazon and Weight Watchers have teamed
together. As Halo measures how much, how long, and how intensely you move, it
will automatically sync with your WW app and seamlessly convert your activity to
FitPoints®.
Easypod.ca
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A Renewed Focus on Mental Health
Trying to maintain productivity while working from home surrounded by kids who are
also going to school at home has raised rates of depression, anxiety and stress through
the roof. Add to that the racial, political and socioeconomic tensions of everyday life
and you have a world that is somewhat out of sorts. This global mood has surfaced a
renewed interest in mental health for both consumers and companies. And as with so
many other segments, mental health professionals are turning to virtual platforms to
connect with their patients. Virtual care provider Doctor On Demand recently reported
tthe number of new patients seeking virtual herapy is higher than ever—up over 50
percent since the summer and
even higher than at the peak of
COVID-19 anxiety in the spring.52
Employers are acquiring access
for their employees to some of
the worlds largest meditation
and stress management apps
including Headspace and Calm.

In 2020, Calm reached an astonishing
8.6 million installs for its meditation
and stress management app.53

“So many organizations have recognized that
mental health is a must-have for employees
rather than a nice to have.”
— Alex Will, Chief Strategy Officer, Calm54

What about Privacy?
One reason the virtual care and health monitoring
industries were able to scale so quickly over the previous
year was as a result in a relaxation of certain regulations
by the CDC during the early days of the pandemic.55
While this was extremely useful in helping people
manage their health during the lockdown, telehealth
and medical device companies will now need to turn
their attention to protecting data security and privacy.
Consumers are becoming understandably wary of the
fact that their every eye movement, heartbeat and
breath is being tracked, and they are starting to wonder
what companies are doing with that data. 41 percent of
consumers cite worries about privacy and data security
as their number one concern.56

Calm

Seeing through the Lens of Wellness
by Sarah Ivy, CEO, Agents of Necessity

Going into 2021, wellness is a lens through which we see everything in our world. It’s a mother trend – generating innovations in tech that
enables us to be present when we’re not, to make decisions for us when we can’t or won’t, to take deliveries without leaving the comfort of
our ergonomic WFH desks, to expand our realities beyond our four walls.
What we’ve seen at CES® over the years is that the pace of truly new innovations has slowed, with more innovations being assembled from
foundational technologies to serve a particular needs state. That’s been the hallmark of innovations in wellness over the past couple of years
where AI, sensors, XR, face and voice recognition have all been combined to create better elder care, smart fitness, and innovations that
have mostly been about physical health.
This year, the pace of innovation in the wellness-specific category has intensified – no surprise – but what has been interesting to watch are
the changing needs that wellness innovations serve. We’ve grouped these innovations into four broad areas:
1. More data, more control: It’s simple – people are seeking to exert more control over their health, and that requires having the best
data. We’re seeing this emerge in everything from the boom in smart air filters to builds on existing innovations, like blood oxygen
monitoring on smart watches.
2. Mental wellness: One of the most positive trends this year is the focus on mental health – and tech has followed with some very
interesting innovations in anxiety-reducing wearables and a renewed focus on sleep.
3. Hands-on health: Although we’re not quite at the “dentistry at home” stage, the area of remote care is booming. This ranges from
hospital-at-home offerings like remote vital sign monitoring to technologies that bridge the lack of access to other health care
providers, like at-home optical prescriptions and LED targeted pain relief for injuries.
4. The well home: Like the boom in home renovations, people are investing in technologies that ensure that their homes are as healthy
as possible. Whether that’s keeping an eye on an elderly relative remotely, or an at-home device that sterilizes your electronics, or a
virtual posture coach for those long days on video calls, the well home is a smart investment for many consumers.
If nothing else, this intensification in wellness innovation points to the fact that health, whether it’s mental, emotional or physical, whether
it’s at home, in our cars, or when we venture out into the wider world, is no longer something we all take for granted. It’s our first consideration
– and brands and technologies that see the world through that lens will succeed with consumers.
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